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DEDICATION

I.

Men and women who make lasting contributions to our understanding of law and its administration are often recognized only at the end of their careers. The decision of the Journal of Contemporary Health Law and Policy to dedicate this issue to my colleague and friend, Walter Wadlington, represents a happy departure from this obituarial tradition. Professor Wadlington may not even yet have reached the peak of his career, but his achievement is already manifest. His writings and his teaching have revealed and explored new intersections among the study of human biology, the prevention of disease, the provision of medical care, and the legal system that regulates, and sometimes threatens to distort, each of these fields.

In the modern era, the contributions of legal academics are measured chiefly by what they have written. By this conventional standard, Walter Wadlington ranks in a small handful of scholars who have concerned themselves with the field he helped define—law and medicine. If the editors simply reproduced his bibliography at this point, knowledgeable readers would recognize the accuracy of this assessment, and this dedication could conclude. But a recounting of Walter's scholarly contributions would fail by a significant measure to capture his impact on this vast field, for it would ignore his influence in the classroom, felt chiefly at my own school (and by our graduates), but by no means confined either to law students or to Charlottesville. To depict Walter's indirect impact in the scholarship of former students, in the decisions of judges, and in the work of other scholars would require a roster of all those who have sat in his classroom or read his writings. While this broadened focus would fully satisfy readers of this journal, it would still strike Walter's colleagues as incomplete, for they have known him as a teacher of Torts, a student (and occasional teacher) of Roman Law, a jurisprude, and a nationally recognized teacher and scholar in the field bureaucratically titled "domestic relations," or under his more accessible label, "family law." They even recall that he has taught and written about the law of historic preservation.

Walter Wadlington thus presents peculiar difficulties for the author of a dedicatory essay. Any attempt to remain within the ostensible jurisdiction of the Journal of Contemporary Health Law and Policy will result in a truncated account, an accountant's view of a Renaissance man. With this acknowledgment that what follows is a foreshortened image, let me turn—
more briefly than the merits warrant—to Wadlington’s major contributions to the field of immediate interest.

II.

One who studies law and medicine in 1992 and is familiar with Walter Wadlington’s writings might assume that he had been working in the field since he entered law teaching. He is, after all, co-author of one of the leading coursebooks in the field, contributor to many journals, and lecturer in programs across the country. In truth, however, Walter was in law teaching for a decade before he published Artificial Insemination: The Dangers of a Poorly Kept Secret. This title displayed Walter’s instinct for the captivating turn of phrase, but its subject matter and contents revealed something about the origin of his interest in the law’s regulation of medical science. He came to the field as a result of his work in family law, and much of his early work in law and medicine reflected his deep and continuing interest in family formation, preservation of familial relationships, and protection of individual rights in a community context.

Thus Walter was soon worrying, and writing, about the protections of the rights of children in the medical care context. Since his interests have never been wholly theoretical, but have sought to grasp law in operation, Walter began in 1974 to write for practitioners in the health care disciplines. Soon his interests broadened further, not leaving behind concerns about the patient’s—especially the juvenile patient’s—rights, but now embracing relationships within the health care delivery system itself.

By the mid-1970s, as the private law rights of patients were merging with apparent constitutional rights to autonomy, Walter returned to look at family law through the new prism of personal privacy. In 1977, he effectively identified himself as a bona fide teacher of law and medicine. It is important to stress, however, that Walter was expanding his interests and expertise, not switching portfolios—for throughout the 1970s (and even now) he continued to publish and teach on family law topics. By the end of the dec-

3. Walter J. Wadlington, Child Abuse: Legal Implications, in CHILDHOOD ACCIDENTAL INJURY SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS at 28 (University of Virginia School of Medicine, 1966).
ade, his leading coursebook in that field was in its third edition.⁷

In 1980, Walter, with Jon Waltz and Roger Dworkin, published the coursebook on which literally hundreds of legal practitioners in the health care field, and dozens of young scholars, cut their teeth.⁸ In a ten-year period he had become one of the nation’s leading scholars in a brand new field, while at the same time enhancing his stature in family law. Walter would be the first to acknowledge that his “new” interest was not exclusively internally inspired. The cluster of scholars here at the University of Virginia who have devoted attention to the law’s regulation of therapeutic interventions and the development of medical technology were all enriched—inspired is not too strong a term—by the arrival on our faculty in 1971 of Dr. Browning Hoffman, a physiatrist. For nearly a decade, Hoffman nurtured and then oversaw a robust collaboration between the Schools of Law and Medicine at Virginia, and his catholic interests and unusual capacity to work with professionals outside his discipline catalyzed all of us—not least Walter Wadlington.⁹

Through the 1980s, Walter’s writings frequently touched subjects that bracketed his interest in family formation and preservation and the rights of individuals seeking or subject to medical care.¹⁰ He was becoming increasingly interested in the implications of new medical technologies, both for individual patients and for the health care system as a whole, including its costs. Walter had added a new course to his kit, focusing on the management and funding of health care. Predictably, his writings soon began to reflect this additional dimension of his interests.¹¹ The technologies that intrigued Walter most were those exploiting new knowledge of the human reproductive process, in part because the issues they threw up were linked closely with the rules governing family formation.¹² Walter’s first article for this journal concerned what is probably the decade’s most famous law case
Involving the exploitation of reproductive technologies—the Baby M case—which revealed the potential collision between conventional principles of family formation and unregulated uses of new technologies.

In 1987, Walter's involvement in law and medicine broadened once again. He was asked by Humana Hospitals to serve on a three-person outside advisory board on the development and medical use of the Jarvik artificial heart. Soon afterwards, he was enlisted by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to design, direct, and oversee its major research program on the occurrence, causes, and liability effects of injuries associated with the provision of medical care. In some sense, Walter had become an orchestrator of law and medicine research, and the ongoing work of the investigators commissioned by the RWJ Foundation can be expected to transform our understanding of the subject that for many years was considered the sole preoccupation of law and medicine—medical malpractice. But, predictably, Walter's new role as impresario did not diminish his own interest or productivity as a scholar.

III.

A bibliography facilitates the sort of tracking of a scholarly career that I have just summarized. It is more difficult to document the contributions of a teacher who over many decades encounters hundreds of students behind classroom walls where we cannot see. Most of Walter's students in his long-running Law and Medicine course are probably contentedly practicing in fields that never invite them to recall what he taught them. Only a small number would be able to claim that they now work in the field to which he first introduced them. But the number is not trivial, and the handful who have gone on to contribute important scholarship of their own is a measure of Walter's impact, both on their lives and on the field. One would have to add to this roster of satisfied law student customers an equivalent number of judges whom Walter taught here at Virginia or at conferences across the country, and to these, the very substantial audience of health care professionals who have been his "students" at symposia or in the library.

Finally, but by no means least, are Walter's colleagues, on this faculty and at law schools where he has visited, with whom he has collaborated, or

whose work he has encouraged (and perhaps even helped fund), whose interests and writings bear his imprint. I am proud to count myself among them.

Richard A. Merrill
Daniel Caplin Professor of Law,
Former Dean of the School of Law (1980-88),
University of Virginia
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